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Enhancing the quality of life through technology has become the tagline for industries’ non-profit. With engineering students becoming more and more disassociated with society, it has been a struggle to sustain the interest on Engineering Education among the younger generation. Different teaching methodologies have been researched with mixed results but sustainability of the interest has not been achieved with any of the methodologies.

Society is viewed always with a friend-foe relationship, each with their own perception. But it has been well proved that “All to themselves” concept will not work because of the heavy dependency on each other. Bringing in a purpose to the education by connecting the students with the community and creating a mutually dependent relationship with each other is the heart of this presentation.

Technology Growth has always been based on the increased requirements of the society and the humanity. But this fact has only recently been acknowledged by the engineering researchers and the attention of the industries and governments also has turned in that direction now. Technologists have started embracing the interdisciplinary nature of the world bringing the engineers, medical practitioners and end users in close contact to solve the problems faced by human kind in their day to day life due to age, immobility, disability, environment and any number of other reasons. New and emerging areas of engineering and technology have been introduced to the students based on the interdisciplinary nature.

Assistive Technology is one such area which concerns the well-being of the society in its core and which expands into new technology development based on requirements of the community concerned. This presentation shows how introducing service learning curriculum and assistive technology based projects has enhanced the professional experience of the students and has a lasting impact throughout their career. The case study involves Indian engineering students as the objects but will produce similar results worldwide. Support to these projects were extended by professional bodies, Non Government Organizations,
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